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Abstract: We described a 58-year-old female diagnosed with zosteriform cutaneous metastases from breast carcinoma. She was 
initially diagnosed with herpes zoster. Correct diagnosis was obtained after pathological biopsy. Various forms of cutaneous metastases 
have various forms, which require careful discrimination by dermatologists to reduce the rate of misdiagnosis. 
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Introduction
Skin cancers are mostly primary ones including basal cell carcinoma (BCC), squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and 
melanoma. But cutaneous metastases from internal malignancies continue to be an underappreciated but important factor, 
especially as the overall incidence of cancer rises and more cancer survivors need to be monitored for recurrence and 
metastasis.1 In addition, incidence rate of cutaneous metastases is also gradually increasing.2 Among female patients, 
approximately 70% of cutaneous metastases related to the breast carcinoma. The metastatic location occurred more near 
to the primary tumor, either as a result of lymphatic dissemination or direct extension. The majority of lesions of 
cutaneous metastases from breast carcinoma are painless nodules, single or multiple.3 However, a zosteriform pattern 
with erythema and nodules is rare. The authors here report a woman with weakened immune system who had lesions 
along her dermatome and was initially misdiagnosed as having herpes zoster.

Case Report
A 58-year-old female was admitted with one-month-old painful and pruritic erythema and nodules on the right thoracic wall, 
armpit and back. Three and a half years before admission, the patient underwent left breast cancer radical mastectomy and 
regional lymph node dissection in the local hospital due to the discovery of left breast mass. Postoperative pathological diagnosis 
was left breast invasive ductal carcinoma, and cancer cells were also found in axillary lymph nodes. Immunohistochemistry 
showed ER (+), PR (+), HER-2 (-), P120 (+), E-ca (+), CK5/6 (-), Ki-67 (+), CD34 (vascular endothelial cells +). She had 
received treatment with multiple courses of chemotherapy after the operation. Half a year before admission, the patient was found 
to have small masses on both sides of the neck and gradually increased. Histopathological examination revealed metastasis to the 
right breast and lymph nodes. The patient had an appellate rash before admission, accompanied by pain, and was misdiagnosed as 
herpes zoster in the local hospital. After antiviral treatment, the erythema and nodules did not disappear significantly, and finally, 
she was admitted to our hospital for treatment. At the current visit, we performed a physical examination of the patient. The right 
chest wall, axilla, and back were localized in a zosteriform pattern with erythema and scattered or dense red-hard nodules. Some 
of the nodules are fused with each other (Figure 1). The laboratory testing showed tumor markers (carcinoembryonic antigen and 
CA-125) obviously increased. A pathological biopsy of the right breast skin revealed that nested arrangement of cancer cells was 
seen in the dermis, which was compatible with the origin of breast carcinoma (Figure 2). The final diagnosis was zosteriform 
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cutaneous metastases from breast carcinoma. Currently, the female is undergoing endocrine therapy combined with local skin 
radiotherapy and close follow-up.

Discussion
The term “cutaneous metastases” refers to lesions made up of cancerous cells that have spread from a primary tumor elsewhere 
in the body.4 About 5% to 10% of solid tumors develop cutaneous metastases as a first sign of malignancy or in the advanced 
stages of the disease, including lung cancer, melanoma, breast carcinoma, and cancers of the upper respiratory tract (oral 
cavity, nasal sinuses, and larynx), lung cancer, colon and rectal cancers.5,6 Metastases frequently develop close to the site of the 
primary malignancy. Breast and lung cancers usually metastasize to the chest wall, while bowel, ovarian and bladder cancers 
most often metastasize to the abdominal skin. However, distant metastases are not rare.7

Cutaneous metastases usually present as firm, painless, erythematous nodules or masses, while zosteriform cutaneous 
metastases are less common. A meta-analysis developed by Savoia P et al5 showed a total of 56 cases with zosteriform 
cutaneous metastases of primary malignant tumors, including lymphoma, breast cancer, squamous cell carcinoma, digestive 
tumors, respiratory tumors, and urinary tract tumors. In women, the majority of causes of metastatic skin disease are related to 
breast cancer.3,8 The most typical symptom of cutaneous metastases from breast cancer are firm, asymptomatic nodules. 
Telangiectatic carcinoma, carcinoma en cuirasse or scirrhous carcinoma, and inflammatory metastatic carcinoma (carcinoma 
erysipeloid or erysipelatoides) are other clinical manifestations that can look like illnesses like mastitis and cellulitis.3,9 A few 
cases of zosteriform cutaneous metastases from breast carcinoma have been tabulated in Table 1.

Our patient was presented with painful and pruritic erythema and nodules with zosteriform distribution along the T2- 
T6 dermatome on the thoracic wall, armpit and back of the right side, which was initially misdiagnosed as herpes zoster. 
First of all, an impairment of the immunological function of tumor patients can easily activate the latent varicella-zoster 
virus (VZV) in the body. In addition, the rash showed a unilateral zosteriform distribution, and nodules were densely 

Figure 1 Figure 1a–1c: Scattered or clustered erythema and nodules almost on the right thoracic wall, armpit and back, distribution like girdle-shaped.

Figure 2 Figure 2a: The epidermis was roughly normal, and a large number of heterotypic cells were visible within the dermal collagen fiber bundle (HE,×200), Figure 2b: 
The dermis has irregular nests of cancer cells, irregular nucleoli, large atypia, and evident nuclear division (HE,×400).
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distributed on the basis of erythema with obvious pain, which closely resembled the clinical manifestations of herpes 
zoster.21 It is still unclear how cancer cells propagate in zosteriform skin metastases. Malignant cells spread through 
lymphatic vessels, which are consistent with the nerve distribution. Thus, the rash has a zosteriform distribution. In 
addition, cutaneous metastases sometimes occur at the site of previous herpes zoster, that is Koebner-like reaction. The 
skin barrier is damaged, and the tumor cells are more likely to infiltrate the nerves invaded by the varicella-zoster virus. 
Thirdly, tumor cells infiltrate the nerve roots and spread from the dorsal root ganglia to the cutaneous nerves’ perineural 
lymphatics, so patients are more likely to be painful. Surgical implantation of tumor cells is the significant cause, though 
our patient’s rash occurs at the opposite site.5,14,22

Typically, cutaneous metastases from internal cancers indicate a bad prognosis. Thus, the presence of widespread 
cutaneous metastases requires systemic therapy. Tan AR9 thought that the therapy of metastatic cutaneous lesions takes 

Table 1 Case Reports of Zosteriform Cutaneous Metastases from Breast Carcinoma

First 
author, year

Age Gender Lesion distribution Pathological biopsy Immunohist- 
ochemistry

Treatment Follow-up

Williams LR, 
199110

43 Female The left chest and back, 
multiple stone-hard 
erythematous papules and 
nodules

Strands of poorly differentiated 
cells infiltrating within the 
collagen bundles, consistent 
with metastatic adenocarcinoma

Not done No further 
intervention

Died 2 
months 
later

Manteaux A, 
199211

48 Female The right chest, clear, fluid- 
filled papules and nodules in 
a zosteriform pattern

Be consistent with cutaneous 
metastatic adenocarcinoma

Not done Supportive care 
in home

Unknown

Heckmann M, 
199612

62 Female The right side of the trunk, 
multiple grouped pseudo 
vesicular papules and 
partially covered by 
haemorrhagic crusts

Unknown Not done Unknown Unknown

Brasanac D, 
200313

54 Female The right upper abdomen, 
complexion, tan- to dark 
violaceous and black papules 
and nodules

Infiltration of the epidermis and 
the dermis with nests of tumor 
cells, consistent with the 
metastatic adenocarcinoma 
from breast carcinoma

Cytokeratin 7(+), 
cytokeratin 20(-) HMB-45 
(+), Melan-A(+)

No further 
intervention

Died 8 
Months 
after the 
diagnosis

Bassioukas K, 
200514

54 Female The right breast, firm 
papules, nodular 
zosteriform

Infiltration of the dermis with 
clusters of neoplasmatic cells 
and small lymphatics invasion

Not done Many different 
chemotherapies

Died 4 
years later 
with 
generalized 
disease

Torchia D, 
200615

71 Female The left breast, 
erythematous plaques, 
ulcerated nodules, and 
serohematic blisters

Be consistent with cutaneous 
metastatic adenocarcinoma

Not done Palliative 
radiotherapy

Still alive at 
one year 
follow-up

Al Zouman 
A, 201016

62 Male The right breast, dusky red 
papulo- nodules

Infiltration by malignant 
pleomorphic epithelial cells

Cytokeratin(+), ER(+), PR 
(+)

Tumorectomy, 
followed by 
chemotherapy 
and 
radiotherapy

Died 18 
months 
after the 
diagnosis

Rao R, 201017 56 Female From the left mammary to 
the left scapular region, 
erythematous firm papulo- 
nodular

Malignant cells in the dermis 
surrounded by desmoplastic 
stroma

Not done Unknown Unknown

Virmani NC, 
201118

60 Female The right breast, 
erythematous grouped 
pseudo-vesicular papules

Deep dermis with nodular 
aggregates of the tumor, 
consistent with metastatic 
adenocarcinoma

Not done Surgical 
excision 
combined with 
chemotherapy

Unknown

del Puerto 
Troncoso C, 
201619

53 Female The right chest, blue- 
reddish papular

Tumor thrombi in the lymph- 
vessel

HER-2(+), ER(-), PR(-) Letrozole Alive

Cohen PR, 
202120

54 Female Chest and abdomen, 
(combine with carcinoma en 
cuirasse, carcinoma 
erysipelatoides), pseudo- 
vesicular papules and 
nodules

Tumor cells between dermal 
collagen bundles and filling 
lymph vessels in the dermis, 
consistent with breast 
carcinoma

HER-2(-), ER(-), PR(-) Unknown Unknown
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into account the tumor’s hormone receptor (HR), including estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) and 
human epidermal growth factor (HER-2) status, similarly to how visceral metastases are handled. Endocrine medications 
can be used to treat a tumor that is HR-positive. Chemotherapy is used for cutaneous metastases that are HR-negative 
and/or growing quickly. Depending on the severity of the disease, a HER-2-positive tumor should either get chemother-
apy or HER-2-directed therapy. External beam radiation therapy is a palliative alternative for the local management of 
skin metastases. Combined with the immunohistochemical analysis of our patient, endocrine therapy and local skin 
radiotherapy were finally selected.

Conclusion
In short, the clinical manifestations of cutaneous metastases are not specific. If patients with malignant tumors have 
obvious skin lesions, histopathological examination should be performed to confirm the diagnosis. For patients without 
a history of cancer, we should also be vigilant and prompt a biopsy to exclude internal malignancies and avoid 
misdiagnosis.
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